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Gross Motor Games to Build Teamwork Skills 
During the month of December, we did games and activities to build teamwork skills. 

Our favorite games this month included: 

Jump the Eel- The friends took turns jumping the wiggly electric eel from the Leo Lionni story, “Swimmy.”  
Then, the friends had to jump the eel while holding hands with a partner. Together, they had to decide when 
it was time to run and when it was time to jump. 

Hot Chocolate River- Teamwork was needed when the gym floor magically turned into a hot chocolate 
river. The only way the friends could cross the river is by floating and hopping on marshmallows (circle 
dots). The friends passed their marshmallows to their teammates so that they could make a safe hopping path 
to the other side of the river. 

Musical Hoops- This game is like musical chairs except hoops were used instead of chairs and more than 
one friend can be in one hoop. As the game went on, more and more hoops were removed, forcing the 
friends to work together to all fit inside one hoop! Great teamwork! 

Inch by Inch- The worms ran around the gym until they heard the teacher call "bird time." At that point, the 
worms hurried to their worm holes (a hoop). If the bird (a child volunteer), tagged a worm before they got to 
their hole, then that friend would be the next bird. 

Hula Hoop Challenge- The friends first made a holding hands line. Then, they had to move the hula hoop 
down the line of friends without breaking the chain (or dropping hands). The friends worked together and 
were able to move the hoop all the way to the end of the line. 

 


